Early Childhood Play Guide

When You’re Little, Play is a Big Deal!
Play
Milestones
We design play systems
and activities to support developmental
milestones in a child’s life, such as:

6 months

Play is essential to healthy childhood
development. It enhances balance and
coordination, spatial awareness, cognitive
development, and fine and gross motor
skills. Play also contributes to creative
thinking, decision-making, inclusion, and
social equity.

children are ready to explore their surroundings

Play is a big deal!

9 months

a child can distinguish between different
textures and tactile experiences

12 months

motion activities like swinging with a caregiver
improve cognition and emotional health

15 months

children begin to engage in symbolic and
imaginative play

18 months

a child is sitting, pulling up, standing,
and walking

2 years

children begin to interact socially with peers

3 years

ready to climb small ladders and take on more
advanced play

Preschool Play
Systems

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

Preschool Play
Activities

Play Spaces for
Ages 6 to 23 Months
GameTime offers a complete selection of play
activities and amenities for young children.
Select a play structure or design a complete
play space to fit your needs and budget.

• 24” maximum deck height
• Slides designed for young users
• Interactive games and activities
enhance fine motor skills
• Auditory, tactile, and visual play
elements for sensory development
• Support bars to assist children as they
learn to stand and walk
• Supports discovery and imaginative
play
• Designed to make it easy for caregivers
to interact with children
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ECHO

Large roof provides shade to
keep children cooler and more
comfortable during play!
Activity Table supports young
users just learning to stand
and provides tactile play
elements they love!

Reverse

Interactive play panels feature
elements that slide and spin
- perfect for developing fine
motor skills.

ECHO Toddler
#EKB01I In-ground
$12,346
ASTM Use Zone: 22’ x 18’4” (6.7m x 5.6m)
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months
Capacity: 15-20
Elevated: 5
Ground Level: 4
Availability: Two pre-determined color palettes
for in-ground and surface mount

Shown in Bloom color palette

WARNING: Installation over a hard surface such as concrete, asphalt, or packed earth may result in serious injury from falls.

• Affordable and durable play
centers for preschool children
• Bright colors and tactile materials
appeal to young children
• Includes supports to help children
explore while they are learning to
stand and walk
• Age-appropriate activities that build
skills and confidence
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totstuff

Bold colors, fun shapes, and
tactile surfaces enhance
cognitive development.

Small Feats
#39019I
In-ground
$7,664
ASTM Use Zone: 27’2” x 29’1” (8.3m x 8.9m)
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months
Capacity: 15-20
Elevated: 5
Ground Level: 3
Available in-ground, surface mount,
and on-ground options.

The Ball Tube teaches causeand-effect; drop a ball in the
high end and watch as it rolls
out the low end.

Handrails and extra-large
steps support gross
motor skill development
as children learn to climb.

Little Steps
#39020I In-ground
$8,759
ASTM Use Zone: 23’4” x 19’11” (7.1m x 6.1m)
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months
Capacity: 15-20
Elevated: 5
Ground Level: 2
Available in-ground, surface mount,
and on-ground options.

Small Feats (#39019) and Little Steps (#39020) system panels and uprights
are offered in playful, pre-determined colors. Plastic pieces are color optioned.

WARNING: Installation over a hard surface such as concrete, asphalt, or packed earth may result in serious injury from falls.

These play centers and events
are perfect for children ages 6 to
23 months. They combine ageappropriate activities that encourage
discovery and enhance socialemotional, communicative, and motor
skill development.
See more freestanding play activities
at gametime.com.
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freestanding

Tots ThunderRing

Tots Gizmos

#39005
$374
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months

#39008
$1,527
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months

Babble Flower

Tots Bongos

Expression Swing® Toddler

#39006
$590
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months

#39000
$541
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months

#5158
3.5” Toprail
$1,783
#5159
5” Toprail
$1,783
Ages: Adult, 12-24 months

Tots Toddler Rocker

Tots Stratus Climber Hi

Tots Gathering Pod

Tots Leaf

#39001
$1,098
ASTM Use Zone: 16’8” x 12’7” (5.1m x 3.4m)
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months

#39009
$2,946
ASTM Use Zone: 19’1” x 16’8” (5.9m x 5.1m)
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months

#39018
$1,052
ASTM Use Zone: 15’2” x 15’2” (4.7m x 4.7m)
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months

#39012
$402
ASTM Use Zone: 13’4” x 13’7” (4.1m x 4.2m)
Recommended Ages: 6 to 23 months

WARNING: Installation over a hard surface such as concrete, asphalt, or packed earth may result in serious injury from falls.

Play Spaces for
Ages 2 to 5 Years
By age 2, most children are walking and
exploring the world around them. Our play
systems and freestanding activities are
designed to support the needs and play styles
of children on the move!

• The perfect activity hub for
your preschool play area
• Fun, playful styling that
is visually exciting and
developmentally-appropriate
• Seating areas to encourage
social interaction
• Multiple styles of climbers with
varying levels of challenge
• Interactive games and puzzles
support fine motor skill
development
• Sensory play elements to enhance
cognitive skills
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ECHO

ECHO Preschool
#EKW02I In-ground
$18,969
ASTM Use Zone: 25’10” x 20’10” (7.9m x 6.4m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5 years
Capacity: 15-20
Elevated: 7
Accessible: 7
Ground Level: 4
Types: 3

Roof panels keep the
play area cooler and
more comfortable

Availability: Two pre-determined color
palettes for in-ground and surface mount

Shown in Whimsy color palette

Kids can slide the water
can and pretend to
water the flowers!

Various types and levels of climbing to challenge
and engage preschool-aged children.

Reverse
WARNING: Installation over a hard surface such as concrete, asphalt, or packed earth may result in serious injury from falls.

• Transfer systems and groundlevel activities support
inclusive play
• Transfers allow children of all
abilities access to the play space
• Age-appropriate climbers
support children as they develop
physical and cognitive skills
• Designed to promote social
interaction and enhance socialemotional wellbeing
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totstuff

ThunderRing is a
combination sensory
play and fine motor
skill activity

Sparkling Horizons
#39021I
In-ground
$15,877
ASTM Use Zone: 32’8” x 26’6” (10m x 8.1m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5 years
Capacity: 30-35
Elevated: 10
Accessible: 10
Ground Level: 4
Types: 4
Available in-ground, surface mount,
and on-ground options.

Multiple slides and climbers to keep
kids active and engaged in play.

We added portholes in our crawl tubes and
tunnels to help children see out and caregivers
see in. And they double as handholds!

High Hopes
#39022I In-ground
$14,782
ASTM Use Zone: 28’7” x 27’ (8.7m x 8.2m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5 years
Capacity: 25-30
Elevated: 8
Accessible: 8
Ground Level: 3
Types: 3
Available in-ground, surface mount,
and on-ground options.
The Ridge Climber offers full-body support for
early climbers. It has handholds and footholds on
a soft angle making an easy climb for beginners.
Sparkling Horizons (#39021) and High Hopes (#39022) system panels and uprights
are offered in playful, pre-determined colors. Plastic pieces are color optioned.

WARNING: Installation over a hard surface such as concrete, asphalt, or packed earth may result in serious injury from falls.

As children grow, their play styles
and developmental needs grow
with them. Expand your play area
and enhance cognitive, physical,
and social-emotional skills with
freestanding play activities designed
for children ages 2 to 5.
See more freestanding play activities
at gametime.com.
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freestanding

Solo Spinner

HDPE Spring Riders

#6246		
$1,818
ASTM Use Zone: 13’4” x 13’4” (4.1m x 4.1m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5 or 5 to 12
ASTM Fall Height: 4’ (1.2m)

#6279I Duck
$1.059
ASTM Use Zone: 13’2” x 14’2” (4.1m x 4.4m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5
ASTM Fall Height: 4’ (1.2m)

Deco Spring Riders
#6247
Single
$1,390
ASTM Use Zone: 13’ x 14’4” (4m x 4.4m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5 or 5 to 12
Includes spring.

Rockin’ Robin

Expression Swing®

#38020
$3,739
ASTM Use Zone: 15’3” x 15’9” (4.7m x 4.8m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5 or 5 to 12
ASTM Fall Height: 5’ (1.5m)

#5128
3.5” Toprail
$1,463
#5145
5” Toprail
$1,463
Ages: Adult, 24-48 months

Also available in Lady Bug (#6277i),
Bunny (#6278i), Fox (#6280i), Mule (#6281i),
Raccoon (#6282i), Train (#6283i),
Turtle (#6284i), and UFO (#6285i).

Sensory Dome Small

PowerScape Upper Body

#6255
$7,295
ASTM Use Zone: 21’10” x 21’6” (6.7m x 6.6m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5 or 5 to 12
ASTM Fall Height: 4’ (1.2m)

#81701		
$3,975
ASTM Use Zone: 16’6” x 23’1” (5.1m x 7.1m)
ASTM Fall Height: 5’ (1.5m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5 or 5 to 12

Sensory CoveTM Climber Triangle
#6258		
$2,521
ASTM Use Zone: 17’ x 17’ (5.2m x 5.2m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5 or 5 to 12
ASTM Fall Height: 6’ (1.8m)

Balance Beam
#1313 Graduated (above)
$1.081
ASTM Use Zone: 22’8” x 12’11” (6.9m x 3.9m)
#564 Curved (in environment to left) $867
ASTM Use Zone: 21’8” x 13’6” (6.6m x 4.1m)
ASTM Fall Height: 4’ (1.2m)
Recommended Ages: 2 to 5 or 5 to 12

WARNING: Installation over a hard surface such as concrete, asphalt, or packed earth may result in serious injury from falls.

800.235.2440
gametime.com/preschool

